This agreement has been extended until 31st March 2021 to accommodate the retender process. This agreement will be tendered via a competitive tender process with view to award to a maximum 3 suppliers. The scope remains akin to the current agreement.

Please see documentation below including:
- Agreement for IT Equipment Disposal
- Accepted Waste Streams
- Information on Asset Protection
- White Canyon Data Erase Certificate

For further information on CDL, please visit their website: http://www.computerdisposals.co.uk/

Please note that CDL return to normal servicing from Wednesday 13th May 2020.

https://mailchi.mp/e03dde55b73c/update-on-operations-4900706?e=c0176ff5f75

SCOPE

This is a negotiated agreement between NWUPC Ltd and Computer Disposals Ltd which members are able to utilise to ensure environmentally friendly disposal of obsolete IT equipment.

AGREEMENT BENEFITS

TBC

USING THE FRAMEWORK

The following assumptions will apply:

- All equipment will be decommissioned and stored in a central area
- All equipment will be located on the ground floor or access to lifts will be provided
- Equipment will be left whole wherever possible i.e. not stripped or cannibalized
- Equipment will be stored with due care and attention to preserve any resale value to show that the Waste Hierarchy Regulation 12 2011 has been adhered to.

SUPPLIERS

Computer Disposals Ltd,

SUSTAINABILITY

NEXT STEPS